Article 12 CRPD: Equal Recognition before the Law
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1. States parties reaffirm that persons with disabilities have the right to recognition everywhere as persons before the law.
2. States parties shall recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life.
3. States parties shall take appropriate measures to provide access by persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising their legal capacity.
4. States parties shall ensure that all measures that relate to the exercise of legal capacity provide for appropriate and effective safeguards to prevent abuse in accordance with international human rights law. Such safeguards shall ensure that measures relating to the exercise of legal capacity respect the rights, will and preferences of the person, are free of conflict of interest and undue influence, are proportional and tailored to the person’s circumstances, apply for the shortest time possible and are subject to regular review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body. The safeguards shall be proportional to the degree to which such measures affect the person’s rights and interests.
5. Subject to the provisions of this article, States parties shall take all appropriate and effective measures to ensure the equal right of persons with disabilities to own or inherit property, to control their own financial affairs and to have equal access to bank loans, mortgages and other forms of financial credit, and shall ensure that persons with disabilities are not arbitrarily deprived of their property.
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Introduction

The right to equal recognition before the law is concerned with legal personality – the ability to bear rights and duties under law, and legal capacity – whether and how one can exercise, claim or defend those rights, and the assumption of legal liability. Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)\(^3\) is concerned with how legal systems themselves enable and disable people as legal actors. In the view of the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (‘CRPD Committee’) and many of those involved in negotiating article 12, it introduces a new paradigm of ‘universal legal capacity’, that cannot be limited on grounds of disability or mental incapacity.\(^4\) The CRPD Committee maintains that this requires the abolition of all forms of substitute decision making. This interpretation of article 12 is contested in the literature, but for many involved in the disability movement, ending guardianship and other forms of substitute decision making is central to wider advocacy goals of ending institutionalisation, forced treatment, and loss of fundamental citizenship rights such as the ability to vote, marry and own property.

The adoption of article 12 has prompted an explosion of literature on the nature of legal personhood, legal capacity and the possibilities (or otherwise) of eradicating substituted decision-making and introducing new frameworks for support for adults with intellectual disabilities, cognitive impairments, psychosocial disabilities and other mental disabilities.\(^5\) From its inception to the present day it has provoked debate and a degree of controversy. Article 12 has prompted considerable interest in alternatives to guardianship and other substituted decision making frameworks, but to date no state has entirely abolished substitute decision making.

The right to equal recognition before the law has profound implications for a wide range of legal frameworks for states parties to the Convention, including guardianship laws, the insanity defence, civil and criminal trial procedures, electoral law and mental health laws. It touches upon many other articles in the Convention, including those concerning detention (article 14), forced treatment (articles 15, 17 and 25), relationships and reproductive rights (article 23), protection against violence, exploitation and abuse (Article 16), the right to life (article 10), access to justice (article 13), living independently (article 19), and participation in political and public life (article 29).

Many hard questions remain: what values and beliefs inform our views about equality and discrimination in the context of legal capacity? How should the ‘hard cases’ of risk, undue influence and unclear will and preferences be addressed? How should we address the ongoing uncertainty and discursive struggles over key concepts such as ‘substituted decision-making’, ‘supported decision-making’, respect for the ‘will and preferences’ of the person and ‘legal capacity’ itself? And how can individual States parties move forward when so many key issues remain open?

Throughout the history of article 12, and its associated literature, the theme of ambiguity recurs. Ambiguity was a necessary cost of unity for the advocacy strategy of disability organisations participating in the negotiations of
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5 ‘Mental disabilities’ is the term most frequently used in the literature to refer collectively to persons with intellectual disabilities, psychosocial disabilities, and acquired cognitive impairments such as brain injuries or dementia. However, this terminology is not without controversy, see Helen Spandler, Jill Anderson and Bob Sapey, Madness, Distress and the Politics of Disablement (Policy Press 2015).
the Convention, it was the price of agreement amongst states parties when finalising article 12, and it was ambiguity about whether article 12 permitted or prohibited substitute decision making that enabled states parties who could not envisage abolishing systems of guardianship or deprivation of legal capacity to sign up to the Convention. Yet the possibility that article 12 does prohibit substitute decision making and guardianship has created a powerful platform for difficult conversations about the nature and effects of restrictions on legal capacity experienced by disabled people worldwide, challenging the status quo and forcing advocates of guardianship and substitute decision making systems to re-examine assumptions that have been taken for granted.

As States parties engage with article 12, they should not regard it as a technical problem to be solved by legal or other experts. It is fundamental to the spirit of the CRPD that disabled people and representative organisations are involved at all stages of its interpretation and implementation. At each point, the wider politics of representation must be thoughtfully engaged with. There are signs that the views expressed by prominent advocates of universal legal capacity are not shared by all in wider communities of users and survivors of psychiatry and disabled people. This does not mean these dissenting voices support the values or practices of the ‘old paradigm’, however. Plumb writes that ‘the issue for me is not intervention as such; it is the nature of that intervention and its consequences.’

To disregard this diversity of views amongst those directly affected by substitute decision making regimes, or to dismiss dissenting voices as instances of ‘false consciousness’, is to replicate at the political level the same patterns of discreditation, stigmatisation and silencing that the CRPD itself aims to combat. Yet, equally there is a danger that without the ‘strategic unity’ adopted by the disability organisations during the negotiations of article 12, there is the possibility of cherry picking voices that those responsible for implementing the CRPD find the most palatable. The CRPD has created the space for these important conversations, it is up to all of those involved in advocacy, commentary, and implementation to act in good faith and with fair representation for all voices of those directly affected by article 12.

**Background and Travaux Préparatoires**

Although earlier human rights instruments guaranteed equal recognition before the law and the right to recognition as a person before the law, the use of guardianship continued to be widespread for disabled people.
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6 Art 4(3) CRPD.


8 Plumb, in Spandler, Anderson and Sapey (n Error! Bookmark not defined.).

9 I recognise that this terminological choice - ‘disabled people’ - is not without controversy, particularly for those identifying as users and survivors of psychiatry, or preferring person first language (Spandler, Anderson and Bob, n Error! Bookmark not defined.). The terminology I have adopted here reflects the theory and terminology of the
Several non-binding instruments permitted restrictions on legal capacity on disability related grounds and regulated the appointment of third parties (known variously as guardians, curators, deputies, etc.) to make substitute decisions for the person. The approach found in these instruments is sometimes called the ‘old paradigm.’ They typically emphasise the importance of a ‘presumption of capacity’, the proportionality of restrictions, and procedural safeguards such as expert evidence, periodic reviews and rights of appeal.

This approach can be found in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons (1971), affirmed by the subsequent UN Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons (1975). These construct guardianship as a right for ‘the mentally retarded person’ to protect his well-being and interests. In 1991 the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution on ‘The protection of persons with mental illness and the improvement of mental health care,’ commonly called the ‘MI Principles’. This states that deprivation of legal capacity should only occur after a ‘fair hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal’ and sets out the relevant due process guarantees. Similar approaches can be found in regional human rights instruments and courts.

Critics of the old paradigm describe this as ‘an ever more perfect and safeguarded process of loss’ and claim that all persons, no matter what their impairment, can be supported to exercise legal capacity on an equal basis with others. This ‘revolutionary’ view was the subject of often heated discussions during the negotiations of article 12, which are recorded in the travaux préparatoires and in the accounts of participants.

disabled people’s movement in the UK, where this author is based. I have adopted this in preference to ‘users and survivors of psychiatry’ because the implications of Art 12 are wider reaching than this group, because this article concerns a disability treaty, and because there is no agreed upon terminology that reflects the preferences of all demographics affected by Art 12. I hope readers will understand that this chapter does not seek to impose an identity upon them which they do not claim as theirs.

11 UNGA Res 2856 (XXVI) (20 December 1971).
12 UNGA Res 3447 (XXX) (9 December 1975).
14 Council of Europe Committee of Ministers, ‘Recommendation (99) 4 on principles concerning the legal protection of incapable adults’ (23 February 1999). Recommendation 99 has strongly influenced the approach of the European Court of Human Rights in its case law on legal capacity and guardianship.
The CRPD was negotiated over eight sessions of an Ad Hoc Committee between 2002 and 2006. There was a very high level of participation of disability organisations in the negotiations, attending and observing formal and informal discussions of the AHC, submitting proposals and making comments at the end of each session (and sometimes even during sessions).

At the first meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee a large group of disabled people’s organisations (DPOs) and allied NGOs joined together to form the International Disability Caucus (IDC) to provide a ‘representative voice’ for disabled people during the Ad Hoc Committee negotiations. The World Network of Users and Survivors of Psychiatry (WNUSP) and Inclusion International, an organisation of people with intellectual disabilities and their families, were particularly prominent in the negotiations of article 12 CRPD.

The involvement of DPOs in the negotiations of the CRPD is central to its ‘nothing about us without us’ ethos. This ethos is now encoded in article 4(3) CRPD, requiring states parties to ‘closely consult with and actively involve persons with disabilities… through their representative organisations’ when developing policy or legislation that affects them. This role raises difficult questions about the politics of representation within the disability and user and survivor of psychiatry movements. Lord has questioned how representative those NGOs negotiating the Convention were for more ‘moderate’ user groups and for the Global South. Some survivor activists have expressed the view that not all views within this community were represented within the advocacy strategy adopted during the negotiations. Jones and Kelly raise concerns more generally about ‘representational over-reach’ within user and survivor movements, highlighting the heterogeneity of this group. One key group directly affected by article 12 – perhaps the main group in industrialised countries - is people with dementia, yet their presence in article 12 CRPD negotiations appears to have been limited. Lest these concerns should be seen as diminishing the representational legitimacy of the CRPD, however, it should be recalled that it is still regarded as the most inclusive human rights treaty drafting process in the UN’s history, and a template for future treaty negotiations.

Reina describes ‘Unity’ as an essential strategy for the IDC’s advocacy: within the IDC opposing positions could be discussed, meanings could be negotiated and some points of view were ultimately ‘sacrificed; but in front of governments all IDC members supported the position reached. Reina writes that this approach required creativity and ‘tolerating Ambiguity… an inevitable consequence of being simultaneously different and unified’. Ambiguity is a central theme in the history and literature of article 12. On the one hand, it might be regarded as a shortcoming - ambiguity is rarely a desirable quality in law – yet arguably this very ambiguity has
allowed the new paradigm to achieve the prominence it has, from the negotiations, through ratification to the present day.

At the second Ad Hoc Committee meeting in 2003 a working group was established to develop a draft Convention. It comprised representatives from States parties as well as NGOs, and included prominent scholars and activists such as Tina Minkowitz (representing WNUSP), Gerard Quinn (representing Rehabilitation International), and Theresia Degener (representing Germany), who went on to chair the CRPD Committee. Minkowitz recounts that the ‘paradigm shift crystallised’ during the 2004 working group.

The working group had at its disposal a number of drafts and proposals for the Convention submitted by various states and NGOs, illustrating diverse starting points. Proposals by India and the Chair of the Ad Hoc Committee mentioned the use of guardianship. Proposals by the EU and the World Blind Union emphasised rights to self-determination closely connected to legal capacity. The International Disability Alliance (IDA), whose members included WNUSP and Inclusion International, called for ‘Recognition as a person before the law’. Separate proposals by WNUSP and Inclusion International, called for ‘Recognition as a person before the law’. Separate proposals by WNUSP emphasised the importance of not differentiating legal status ‘on account of actual or perceived disability’, asserted that ‘no person shall be deprived of the legal capacity to assert rights in her or his own behalf’, and called for ‘a right to be provided with advocacy assistance and other reasonable accommodation with the aim of giving effect to the person’s own decisions’. Inclusion International’s proposal called for the abolition of ‘paternalistic guardianship laws’.

The working group text formed the basis of the negotiations for article 12 (at that time, article 9). The draft required all States parties to ‘recognise persons with disabilities as individuals with rights before the law equal to all other persons’, an early version of article 12(1). It contained an equality requirement, that states parties ‘accept that persons with disabilities have full legal capacity on an equal basis as others’, the precursor to article 12(2). It required States parties to ensure access to ‘assistance’ with understanding, communicating, and expressing ‘choices and preferences’ and performing various legal acts, a precursor to article 12(3). It also made provision for safeguards for this ‘assistance’, anticipating article 12(4). However, the draft also stated that ‘relevant decisions are taken only in accordance with a procedure established by law and with the application of relevant legal safeguards’, with a footnote to this paragraph stating that it should ‘apply only in exceptional circumstances, for which legal safeguards must be provided’. The footnote also queried whether this paragraph was sufficiently clear and ‘how best to protect persons with disabilities who cannot exercise their legal capacity’. The final paragraphs addressed matters relating to property, credit and financial affairs, which formed the basis of article 12(5).

The records of the Ad Hoc Committee discussions show that early on many participating states expressed confusion or disagreement about the meaning of ‘legal capacity’. Some states distinguished between the ‘capacity to hold and bear rights’ and the ‘capacity to act’, arguing that whilst the former could not be limited the latter could be. In part this disagreement mirrored different understandings of legal capacity in the various legal systems. This distinction was strongly opposed by the IDC, as the ‘capacity to act’ was deemed vital for self-determination.


An alternative Canadian proposal to the working group text garnered considerable support among participating states. Although it made reference to equality and support principles, it explicitly permitted a ‘competent, independent and impartial authority’ to ‘find a person unable to exercise their legal capacity with support’, and to appoint ‘a personal representative to exercise the legal capacity on the person’s behalf’.\(^{30}\) Contrasting proposals were put forward by the IDC, which outlined key elements of support for the exercise of legal capacity and did not describe any procedure for restricting legal capacity.\(^{31}\) The IDC proposal emphasised the importance of trust, and of not imposing support against a person’s will. It called for legal standards for support mechanisms, including the obligation to ‘respect the will and preferences of the individual concerned’, which is reflected in the final text of article 12(4).

Many participating states supported the Canadian proposal, but it was adamantly opposed by many NGOs. At the fifth Ad Hoc Committee in 2005 the Committee explicitly discussed whether the Convention should only permit supported decision-making and prohibit substitute decision-making.\(^{32}\) Whilst many participating States recognised the importance of supported decision-making, they felt the Convention should permit substituted decision-making in exceptional circumstances. The IDC was adamant that the Convention should abolish substituted decision-making, and that it could not coexist alongside supported decision-making. At the seventh session the Ad Hoc Committee chair sought clarification from the IDC as to whether there were not any ‘extreme cases’ requiring substitute decision-making or guardianship.\(^{33}\) The IDC’s response reveals a distinction between supported and substituted decisions that is central to understanding the support paradigm:

“The difference between supported and substitute decision-making is that, in a supported situation, the person with a disability is at the center of the discourse. The premise of supported decision-making is that it ranges from zero to 100 per cent and is a dynamic concept.

Asked by the Chairman whether ‘100 per cent support’ was not in fact substitute decision-making, the IDC representative responded that: ‘[t]he IDC goal is to not legitimize guardianship; a need for 100 per cent support would become 99 per cent, then 98 per cent, and so on. The IDC’s concept of supported decision-making was thus far broader than might intuitively be thought; it applied even to circumstances where a person could not express a choice so long as they were ‘at the center of the discourse’. This approach will be revisited under article 12(3) and article 12(4) CRPD below.

Towards the final Ad Hoc Committee sessions, a new text bracketed a paragraph allowing for the appointment of a personal representative. Some states sought its inclusion so as to impose safeguards on the use of guardianship, but the IDC insisted that such language be removed as it would simply reinforce ‘the traditional abusive systems’.\(^{34}\) Canada’s proposal to maintain silence on whether the Convention should permit substituted decision-making received support from the IDC and many states. Some, however, insisted the Convention should permit guardianship and many informal discussions ensued in order to try and break the stalemate.

Dhanda recounts that a group of states produced a new text that attempted to combine some of the safeguards
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for guardianship with those that had been proposed for supported decision-making: 'It was a periscope-like construction of the crucial paragraph so that each person could see what they desired in the paragraph, and thus provide consent to the proposal.' This proposed text received the support of the majority of states, ultimately becoming article 12(4).

At the final Ad Hoc Committee meeting in 2006, a footnote appeared in the consensus text stating that ‘In Arabic, Chinese and Russian, the term “legal capacity” refers to “legal capacity for rights”, rather than “legal capacity to act”’. No negotiations or deliberations had discussed this footnote. It caused consternation among the DPOs, who viewed legal capacity to act as critical, and amongst ‘legal and diplomatic forces’ because, Schulze writes, ‘A footnote is an unheard of feature in an international agreement of this kind. Allowing it to remain would have created a string of legal complications, the implications of which were inestimable.’ After heated negotiations, the footnote was removed.

Echoing Reina’s observation that ambiguity was necessary to achieve unity for the IDC, the final text of article 12 CRPD remains silent on the pivotal question of whether the Convention permits or prohibits substitute decision-making. Consequently, the travaux are a focus of interest for those attempting to resolve legal ambiguities surrounding article 12. Dhanda, a prominent advocate of universal legal capacity and participant in the negotiations, recognises that the text ‘does not prohibit substituted decision-making and there is language which could even be used to justify substitution’, but argues that it cannot be read divorced from the process of advocacy and negotiation. Martin and others, however, highlight the deliberate silence on substitute decision-making and argue that ‘[n]o state representative addressed this question by saying explicitly that substitute decision-making should be abolished.’ They conclude on the basis of their analysis of the travaux that there is no warrant for the conclusion that the framers of the CRPD intended to abolish substitute decision-making. This view is not universally shared. Some states did accept the premise of universal legal capacity, without exception, although many more argued for substitute decision-making to be retained. Kanter highlights that many challenged the footnote that would have restricted rights to legal capacity to hold a right, but not to exercise it. Schulze believes that ‘[i]n the end, the shift from substituted decision-making to supported decision-making was achieved’, the result of ‘tedious, detailed and sometimes excruciating discussions.’

Canada, the Netherlands, Australia, Poland, Egypt, Estonia, Singapore and Norway all submitted interpretive declarations when ratifying the CRPD stating that they understand article 12 to permit substitute decision-making, deprivation of legal capacity or guardianship. In its early concluding observations on the initial
reports of States parties to the CRPD, the CRPD Committee called upon states to replace regimes of substitute decision making by supported decision making, although offered little further detail explaining what this entailed. In 2014 the CRPD Committee adopted General Comment No 1 on article 12 (‘General Comment No 1’) to dispel a ‘general misunderstanding’ of state obligations under article 12 and to emphasise that ‘the human rights-based model of disability implies a shift from the substitute decision-making paradigm to one that is based on supported decision-making’. The Committee’s interpretation is not unanimously shared, and has been met with a frosty reception by medical professionals in particular, who have expressed confusion and concern about the implications of the General Comment.

In the final analysis, much comes down to what ‘substituted decision-making’, ‘supported decision-making’ and ‘exercising legal capacity’ are taken to mean. These should be recognised as terms of art within the literature on universal legal capacity; it should not be assumed that they carry their intuitive or traditional meaning. Asked about the footnote controversy, the chair of the Ad Hoc Committee stated that ‘any nuances in translation would be worked out throughout time and would depend on State practice’. The Australian Law Reform Commission recommended withdrawing Australia’s interpretive declaration on article 12, as ‘driven by conceptual confusion that is impeding reform’.

Despite ongoing controversies, article 12 has influenced domestic and regional law-making bodies. It has been considered in many rulings of domestic and regional courts, domestic reforms to legal capacity legislation, and statements and reports by other agencies and rapporteurs within the UN system, including the World


45 See, for example, CRPD Committee, Concluding Observations on Tunisia, UN Doc CRPD/C/TUN/CO/1 (13 May 2011); Spain, UN Doc CRPD/C/ESP/CO/1 (19 October 2011); Peru, CRPD/C/PER/CO/1 (9 May 2012); China, CRPD/C/CHN/CO/1 (27 September 2012); Argentina, CRPD/C/ARG/CO/1 (8 October 2012); Australia, CRPD/C/AUS/CO/1 (21 October 2013).

46 See (n 4).

47 General Comment No 1, para 3.


50 For example, when Martin and others (n 38) argue that Art 12 does not prohibit substitute decision-making, this is based on their ‘intuitive’ interpretation of ‘substitute decision-making’ and not necessarily that intended within the General Comment and elsewhere in the literature (at 12 and Appendix C).


52 Australian Law Reform Commission (n 46) para 2.59.


Health Organization. Regional bodies including the European Union and the Organization of American States have reviewed the practices of member states against the standards of article 12.

**Commentary on Equal Recognition before the Law**

The title of article 12, ‘equal recognition before the law’, can be found in the text of article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Article 26 ICCPR provides a broad guarantee against discrimination. It identified several groups with protected characteristics at heightened risk of discrimination; disabled people were not on this list. The CRPD can be viewed as rectifying the invisibility of disabled people under earlier human rights instruments.

**Para 1**

**States parties reaffirm that persons with disabilities have the right to recognition everywhere as persons before the law**

Article 12 CRPD relates to both legal personality and the legal capacity to act. To have legal personality is to be able to bear rights and duties under law. It is intimately connected with philosophies of personhood, but it is possible to be a natural person (that is, a human) and not be recognised as a legal person, or for non-human entities to be granted legal personality. For example chattel slaves in the USA were not legal persons within the civil law system. Meanwhile today, some animals have been recognised as legal persons in some jurisdictions and Bolivian legislation grants legal personality to ‘Mother Earth’. It is important to recognise
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55 UNCAT, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Juan E. Méndez’ UN Doc A/HRC/22/53 (1 February 2013); UNCAT, ‘Interim report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Manfred Nowak’ UN Doc A/63/175 (28 July 2008); World Health Organization, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and other UN Agencies, Eliminating forced, coercive and otherwise involuntary sterilization: An interagency statement (2014); World Health Organization, WHO Quality Rights Tool Kit: Assessing and improving quality and human rights in mental health and social care facilities (WHO 2012).

56 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), Legal capacity of persons with intellectual disabilities and persons with mental health problems (2013).


60 Dhanda (2006-7) (n 4); Kanter (n 16).


64 Steven Wise, Rattling the Cage: Towards Legal Rights for Animals (Da Capo Press 2014); Presented by AFADA about the Chimpanzee ‘Cecilia’ - Non human individual, File no P-72.254/15 before the Third Court of Guarantees in Mendoza,
that the mere conferral of legal personality does not specify what rights or duties are held, or how they are exercised; this falls within the remit of legal capacity (discussed under article 12(2)).

The first paragraph of article 12 CRPD is based on article 6 UDHR and article 16 ICCPR: ‘Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law’. These rights were crafted to address the situation of colonized peoples who had systematically been denied legal personality by colonial regimes. Article 12(1) CRPD requires states parties to recognise all persons with disabilities as legal persons, capable of bearing rights and duties within both civil and criminal justice systems. Kanter writes that ‘Any law or practice by which a person with disability is not registered at birth, refused a document of identity or disqualified from inheriting property or otherwise recognized under the law, would be a violation of article 12(1)’.67

Para 2

States parties shall recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life

A person may enjoy legal personality – the status of being a bearer of rights and duties under law – but be unable to exercise legal capacity him or herself because of the operation of guardianship or other laws restricting legal capacity. Legal capacity is an elusive concept, however.

Defining legal capacity

Article 12(2) CRPD is only the second UN human rights treaty to use the term ‘legal capacity’. The first was article 15(2) of the UN Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)68, which provides:

States parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.

CEDAW addresses legal capacity because many women have been denied basic rights to own property, access credit, engage in contracts, vote, give witness testimony etc, either at all or without their husband’s or male relatives’ consent.69 In the eighteenth century William Blackstone referred to this phenomenon as ‘civil death’.70 Legal capacity is intimately connected with autonomy. Quinn describes its significance as ‘a sword to enable one to make one’s own choices’ and ‘a shield fending off others’ purporting to make decisions for us.71
The term ‘legal capacity’ has no internationally agreed upon definition.\(^{72}\) It is often described by way of ‘canonical examples’\(^{73}\) such as entering into a contract, getting married, voting, giving or refusing consent to medical treatment, etc.\(^{74}\) It has a bearing on such diverse matters as instructing legal representatives,\(^{75}\) consent to sexual relationships\(^{76}\) and state interventions to protect adults at risk of abuse or neglect by others.\(^{77}\)

Legal capacity may be restricted formally – through an administrative or court declaration of ‘incapacity’ – or informally, for example through defences that permit acts that would ordinarily be regarded as unlawful violations of bodily integrity or interferences with property.\(^{78}\) The CRPD Committee has highlighted that even states, such as Sweden, that have abolished formal declarations of incapacity, forms of substitute decision making may remain.\(^{79}\) There may also be de facto restrictions on legal capacity whereby, despite the absence of any source of law restricting the legal capacity of disabled people, society functions in such a way that systematically denies them ordinary legal rights to self-determination. In some of its concluding observations on article 12, the CRPD Committee has raised concerns about ‘de facto guardianship’ through customary practices such as families preventing disabled relatives from making choices about marriage, buying food or renting a house, or inheriting.\(^{80}\)

A legal opinion on article 12 CRPD, signed by thirty-one legal experts from around the world, defines legal capacity as consisting of ‘the capacity to hold a right and the capacity to act and exercise the right, including legal capacity to sue, based on such rights’.\(^{81}\) General Comment No 1 defines legal capacity as including the capacity to be a ‘holder of rights’, entitling ‘the person to full protection of his or her rights by the legal system’, and the capacity to be ‘an actor under law’, recognised ‘as an agent with the power to engage in transactions and in general to create, modify or end legal relationships’.\(^{82}\)
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\(^{72}\) European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (n 54) 9.

\(^{73}\) Martin and others (n 40) 7.


\(^{79}\) CRPD Committee, ‘Concluding Observations on Sweden’, UN Doc CRPD/C/SWE/CO/1 (12 May 2014) para 33.


Because the concept of legal capacity is so fluid, it is difficult to draw a line around which acts in everyday life constitute possible expressions of legal capacity and thereby what constitutes a restriction on legal capacity. Not all acts and decisions are legal acts. Whether an act constitutes an exercise of legal capacity varies according to custom and jurisdiction. It depends upon both the nature of the act – whether it is legal in character – and the actor, whether they are recognised as having made a legally effective choice or performed a legally effective act, with all the resultant rights and responsibilities this entails.

In cultures where fewer acts and decisions are regulated by law, the barriers to one's decisions being accorded respect and recognition may be informal rather than restrictions on legal capacity per se. In contrast, the increasing 'juridification' of everyday life and interpersonal relations in some societies means that legal capacity may be formally engaged even for quite mundane acts and decisions. For example, in England and Wales, capacity laws are regarded as potentially relevant to everyday decisions such as when a person gets up and what they eat; there has even been litigation over shaving pubic hair.

The tendency to engage rights to defend everyday acts, such as smoking or eating unhealthy food has been criticised as devaluing wider struggles against 'tyranny, prejudice and oppression' and expanding the colonisation of life and the social world by law. Yet most people take for granted the freedom and dignity to make choices in their everyday lives, including poor choices. By contrast, disabled people may have to activate the 'heavy lifting procedures' of 'high duty rights' simply to enjoy 'ordinary personal preferences like watching late-night television and waking up late in the morning', because of the high level of external regulation in their lives.

**Distinguishing legal capacity and mental capacity**

Legal capacity is distinct from mental capacity. Mental capacity concerns an individual's putative psychological abilities, whereas legal capacity refers to whether a person's acts and decisions are treated as legally effective within a particular legal system. Almost all legal systems couple restrictions on legal capacity to some formulation of mental capacity. So called 'status' approaches restrict legal capacity on a binary categorical status, such as being a detained patient. ‘Outcome’ approaches restrict legal capacity on the basis of the
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82 Para 11.


86 A Local Authority v ED & Ors [2013] EWCOP 3069.


88 Lyons v Board of the State Hospital [2011] ScotCS CSOH_21.


outcome of a person’s decision – for example, whether it is deemed ‘unreasonable’. Increasingly popular ‘functional’ approaches to mental capacity instead purport to restrict legal capacity based on the process by which a person makes a decision, rather than the outcome of the decision. The origins of functional approaches lie in psychometric tools for the clinical assessment of competence to give or refuse consent to treatment, and there is an extensive research literature examining their application to different clinical groups.\(^{94}\) Functional tests are also sometimes referred to as ‘cognitive’ tests or tests of ‘decision-making capacity’.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 of England and Wales (MCA) is a widely known and influential example of a functional approach. The MCA defines an inability to make a decision functionally, as being unable:

a). to understand the information relevant to the decision,
b). to retain that information,
c). to use or weigh that information as part of the process of making the decision, or
d). to communicate his decision (whether by talking, using sign language or any other means).\(^{95}\)

This functional test, or adapted versions thereof, appear increasingly in legislation around the world.\(^{96}\) There have been longstanding calls for a functional test of capacity to be adopted as a threshold criterion for psychiatric detention and forced treatment\(^{97}\) and for the ‘fusion’ of guardianship and civil commitment laws based on this principle. Northern Ireland has recently adopted the world’s first example of ‘fused’ guardianship and mental health legislation based on the functional approach.\(^{98}\) Several scholars and law reform bodies maintain that functional tests of mental capacity comply with article 12 CRPD.\(^{99}\)

---

\(^{92}\) NB: these are not the only restrictions on legal capacity that exist within legal systems. Restrictions on legal capacity often also apply to, inter alia, children, prisoners, legal persons that are not natural persons (such as companies), etc.

\(^{93}\) e.g. Winterwerp v the Netherlands (App no 6301/73) [1979] 2 EHR 387.


\(^{95}\) Mental Capacity Act 2005 s3(2)

\(^{96}\) Internationally, the MCA has influenced law reform proposals in: the Republic of Ireland (Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Bill 2013); Australia (Victorian Law Reform Commission, 2012; Mental Health Act 2013, Tasmania; Mental Health Act 2014, Western Australia; Australian Law Reform Commission, 2014); Singapore (Mental Capacity Act 2008); and Central and Eastern Europe (Model Act on reasons and procedure for limiting and protection of certain rights and liberties, Serbia, 2013; Natural Persons and Support Measures (Draft) Act, Bulgaria, 2014; Act on Protection of Persons with Mental Disorders 2014, Croatia, 2014).


\(^{98}\) Mental Capacity Act (Northern Ireland) 2016 SI 2016\(^{18}\)

Functional approaches to legal capacity are increasingly popular because they are thought to respect autonomy and not to discriminate against disabled people. The autonomy claim is based on the view that functional tests are ‘value-neutral’ – that they assess the internal processes of decision-making for their ‘autonomous’ character, rather than assessing the outcome of the decision against the assessor’s own values. There is a vigorous philosophical literature interrogating this claim and a developing literature on coupling functional capacity assessments to the person’s own values. Functional tests have also been criticised for neglecting the relational dimensions of mental capacity assessment. Because functional approaches are ‘decision specific’, it is easier to tailor restrictions on legal capacity to specific areas of concern than traditional criteria for guardianship.

General Comment No. 1 attacks each of these foundational beliefs about functional tests of mental capacity. It is scathing about the presumption that third parties can ‘accurately assess the inner-workings of the human mind’. It asserts that ‘mental capacity is not, as is commonly presented, an objective, scientific and naturally occurring phenomenon’ but is ‘is contingent on social and political contexts’. It maintains that because under functional tests ‘a person’s disability and/or decision-making skills are taken as legitimate grounds for denying his or her legal capacity’, they thereby constitute a ‘discriminatory denial of legal capacity’ and are incompatible with article 12(2) CRPD. The claim is not that mental incapacity does not exist – the General Comment acknowledges variations in decision-making skills across the population. Rather, it maintains that mental incapacity should not form the basis of restrictions on legal capacity. This claim, that functional tests are discriminatory, is pivotal to debates around article 12 CRPD.

**Enjoyment of legal capacity ‘on an equal basis with others’**

Article 12(2) CRPD requires that disabled people enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others. Yet, equality is a notoriously slippery concept, whose meanings depend on values and policy as much as logic.
At a minimum, article 12(2) requires that legal capacity regimes do not discriminate against disabled people. Article 2 CRPD defines ‘discrimination on the basis of disability’ as:

any distinction, exclusion or restriction on the basis of disability which has the purpose or effect of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal basis with others, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field. It includes all forms of discrimination, including denial of reasonable accommodation.

It is clear that this encompasses both direct and indirect forms of discrimination.

Direct discrimination occurs where a group with a protected characteristic (such as disability) is explicitly singled out for different treatment that disadvantages members in comparison with others. In many jurisdictions restrictions on legal capacity are explicitly based on a person’s disability. This is especially true of ‘status’ based approaches to legal capacity, but many laws predicated on a functional or outcome approach may also include a diagnostic threshold. For example, under the MCA a person who fails the functional test is only treated as lacking mental capacity if this is caused by ‘an impairment or disturbance in the functioning of the mind or brain’. Tellingly, this diagnostic threshold was included because: ‘not to have a threshold of mental disorder... places too heavy a burden on the functional test... this test is not easy to define or to apply, particularly as to the degree of incapacity which is required.’ Although strictly speaking the MCA’s diagnostic threshold can apply to conditions that do not constitute a disability, it is increasingly considered to be a form of direct discrimination because it explicitly treats people differently on the basis of cognitive impairments.

One option for the achievement of formal equality that has been enthusiastically pursued in connection not only with respect to article 12 CRPD, but also article 14 on liberty and security of the person, is the creation of ‘disability-neutral’ criteria to replace standards for interventions or practices that restrict legal capacity, which are currently linked to disability. For example, it has been proposed that instead of creating special criminal offences relating to sexual activity with people with mental and intellectual disabilities, a disability-neutral approach to consent should be taken based on a more universal understanding of vulnerability to sexual abuse and sexual violence. Disability neutral doctrines may help to challenge the stigma and ‘othering’ of disabled people and shift the focus of debates to ‘the legitimate reach of the law into the autonomy of all citizens.’ They force legislators to confront uncomfortable questions about why laws restricting legal capacity are acceptable if imposed on people with mental disabilities but not the general population.

---
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Yet, disability-neutral doctrines are not a panacea for problems of discrimination. They are difficult to frame and apply in a non-arbitrary fashion, and are associated with risks of political abuse. Neither do disability-neutral standards necessarily assist disabled people currently deprived of legal capacity; they may simply widen the net. Paradoxically, this may mean that more disabled people are subject to restrictions on legal capacity. Some view net widening as positively advantageous, as it means that non-disabled people may ‘benefit’ from protective interventions. Depending on one’s perspective, disability-neutral standards might be viewed as levelling up or levelling down to achieve formal equality.

More problematic from an equalities perspective is the potential for disability-neutral laws to be applied in indirectly discriminatory ways. Fredman defines indirect discrimination as having three elements: equal treatment, a disproportionately exclusionary impact on those sharing a protected characteristic, and the absence of acceptable justification. It is based on a comparison between the impact an apparently neutral criterion or practice has on a group with the protected characteristic and a comparator group. This comparison is often made relying upon statistics. For example, the Czech Republic had used IQ tests to determine which children should go to ‘special schools’. Statistics demonstrated that these disproportionately impacted on Roma children, and the European Court of Human Rights eventually concurred that this was evidence of indirect discrimination. Fredman also describes an alternative approach from EU law, whereby a statistical demonstration of disproportionate impact may not be necessary if it can be demonstrated that a criterion is ‘intrinsically liable’ to affect a particular group more than others.

Several scholars argue that functional tests of capacity (decoupled from diagnostic criteria) are a potentially non-discriminatory way of restricting rights to self-determination. For example, Nilsson highlights that ‘somatic’ states such as pain or fever, which often occur in the absence of disability, may impede decision-making abilities. Szmukler, Daw and Callard give an example of a person who develops delirium as a result of an adverse reaction to drugs used for heart failure, who may receive treatment without consent on the basis of mental incapacity. Martin gives the example of ‘someone who has had too much to drink on a Saturday night’. In other words, they invoke a comparator, to make the case that functional tests – because they can be applied to non-disabled persons – are not discriminatory.
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The selection of these particular comparators is, however, unlikely to satisfy those making the argument that functional tests have a disparate impact on disabled people. This is because the kinds of interferences of concern are not the short term interferences that these examples evoke, rather they are concerned with abolishing the legal basis for measures such as institutionalisation, forced psychiatric treatments, entry into guardianship, involuntary sterilisation, loss of rights to marry and found a family or to engage in sexual relationships. Adopting fever or concussion etc. as the comparator misses the wider concerns about the consequences of deprivation of legal capacity for disabled people that informed advocacy for article 12. Yet, if these concerns are what prompted the call for universal legal capacity, it is difficult to see what kinds of non-disabled comparator groups would be appropriate, since there are very few instances of these kinds of measures occurring in relation to non-disabled people. Thus the identification of appropriate comparators remains a significant challenge for those arguing that functional tests are not indirectly discriminatory.

The counter-claim that functional tests are indirectly discriminatory is made in General Comment No 1 and in several places in the literature, although it is not always easy to discern precisely what kind of indirect discrimination is being identified. Some express concern about the targeting of mental capacity assessments at disabled people. Others highlight the difficulty of disentangling functional incapacity from disability, diagnosis or impairment, or claim that a person's mental impairment 'plays a major role in the determination’ of functional capacity.

Concerns about targeting assessments of mental capacity towards disabled people are likely to be well founded for two key reasons. Firstly, some targeting of tests towards disabled people may undeniably occur because of prejudice. In the UK, some physically disabled people have been prevented from voting because of perceptions that they are ‘incompetent’. But even absent such prejudice, the mental capacity of disabled people is disproportionately more likely to be called into question because their choices and actions are simply more visible to third parties who might initiate guardianship or deprivation of legal capacity procedures if they rely upon others for healthcare or support, whereas ‘incapable’ decisions made by non-disabled people are less likely to be flagged for intervention.

Clearly, the requirement that all adults demonstrate ‘mental capacity’ for all decisions would be impracticable and hence some targeting would be inevitable for decision-specific approaches. But even if a regime of universal mental capacity assessment did exist in some areas – for example, suppose any person applying for a marriage license or making a will was required to undergo a test of mental capacity – such tests would be inherently liable to identify people with mental disabilities as lacking mental capacity because they were designed to pick out specific kinds of cognitive functioning that are found more frequently in particular clinical groups than in the general population.
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defence of the tests as non-discriminatory must rest on justifying their disproportionate impact on disabled people.

Another disability-neutral approach has focused on harm. These approaches tend to respond to the ‘troubling moral dilemmas’ that can arise if the universal legal capacity paradigm prohibits all possible tools for non-consensual intervention. Bach and Kerzner propose a framework for interventions to prevent ‘serious adverse effects’. Gooding and Flynn suggest that the doctrine of necessity, codified in a non-discriminatory way, could replace mental health laws and identify ‘specific thresholds for overriding autonomy in emergency circumstances’. Flynn and Arstein-Kerslake propose disability-neutral criteria for state interventions ‘based on risk of imminent and serious harm to the individual’s life, health or safety’. They argue for a principle of proportionality which, in their view, permit interventions such as preventing a person from jumping from a high building, but which would not permit forced feeding or forced medication. Minkowitz raises concerns about the absence of a principled distinction in their scheme between those rights to bodily autonomy that are protected and those which are limitable and Dhanda questions how it differs from the ‘old paradigm’.

Harm, or its close relative, risk, is already a criterion, along with diagnosis, of many mental health and guardianship laws, and has come in for fierce criticism for its poor predictive quality and a detrimental impact on relationships between service users and professionals. The intervention thresholds proposed here appear higher than under most existing mental health and guardianship laws, reflecting the principled approach to the ‘dignity of risk’ associated with the universal legal capacity paradigm. However, such proposals are likely to be politically controversial for some States parties, as they simultaneously narrow the scope of intervention in situations that some would regard as intolerable and expand the scope of compulsory powers to other populations who might be deemed at risk.

Brosnan and Flynn have attempted to extricate a disability neutral approach to informed consent from functional tests of capacity, influenced by feminist approaches to consent to sex. They argue that a valid consent can only be given in the absence of coercion and power imbalances. If these conditions are satisfied, and the person has been provided with appropriate information, then consent is provided by the expression of the
person’s will and preferences. If the expression of the person’s will and preferences is ‘clear’, then any refusals of treatment should be respected. If it is ‘unclear’ then a valid ‘informed consent’ may be inferred based on the ‘best interpretation’ of the person’s will and preferences (a process discussed under article 12(4), below). Brosnan and Flynn do seem to view ‘understanding’ as an ‘essential ingredient’ for consent, and suggest that ‘misunderstanding’ information might invalidate consent. It could be inferred from these premises that a refusal of consent based on a misunderstanding was not a valid refusal, or was ‘unclear’. If so their approach does seem to incorporate a minimalist functional test of understanding, in addition to wider relational criteria.

**Legal capacity and criminal law**

Legal capacity is also relevant to questions of criminal responsibility and criminal trial procedures. The General Comment on article 12 is silent on questions of criminal responsibility. However, in 2009 the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, stated that article 12 requires the abolition of criminal defences ‘based on the existence of a mental or intellectual disability’ and called for disability neutral doctrines on the subjective element of a crime. More recent concluding observations from the CRPD Committee have recommended, under art 14, that States parties review and amend criminal legislation to eliminate declarations of non-responsibility on grounds of disability.

It might be thought surprising that disability rights advocates would argue for the abolition of insanity defences that many disabled people rely upon in criminal trials, yet arguably it is the logical corollary of the universal legal capacity paradigm. Minkowitz comments that ‘legal capacity entails responsibility for one’s acts and choices’. Reasons for addressing the insanity defence extend beyond formal equality: it is associated with the wider stigma endured by people with mental disabilities and its deployment typically results not in release from detention but diversion into involuntary detention and treatment, aimed at protecting the public and treating the offender. In some cases, this confinement may outlast ordinary penal sentences for the alleged offence. Critics of the insanity defence accordingly question whether it confers benefits upon disabled people.

Appelbaum and Perlin have expressed concern that the abolition of the insanity defence would lead to greater numbers of people with mental disabilities being convicted and imprisoned. Prominent user and survivor scholars and activists have also expressed concern. Jones and Shattell argue that proposals to sacrifice the ‘interests of individuals who have committed otherwise criminal acts due to temporarily but profoundly

---
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altered beliefs or states for the sake of a generalized and decontextualized “right” to legal capacity’ should be subject to the highest level of critical scrutiny and ethical reflexivity.’ Plumb has expressed concerns about a libertarian ethos and “moral distancing” from people who ‘don’t behave well’ during times of great distress or “altered states”.

Proponents of the abolition of the insanity defence envisage that already existing ‘disability-neutral’ defences such as mistake, necessity, duress or self-defence would be available and adapted to address the specific circumstances of alleged offenders with mental disabilities. Bartlett comments that crafting such defences ‘is likely to be a fiercely complex undertaking.’ The most considered attention to this question to date is by Minkowitz and Slobogin.

Slobogin argues that as mens rea (the mental element of a crime) is increasingly responsive to the situation and subjective experience of alleged offenders, the insanity defence has lost much of its raison d'être. Instead, he proposes that by examining the beliefs, emotional state and circumstances of the alleged offender at the time of the crime under existing mainstream defences such as duress or mistake, people with mental disabilities can be availed of defences that take into account their circumstances whilst integrated into the mainstream. However, Slobogin envisages that even those acquitted under these defences might be diverted into psychiatric detention if they are still regarded as dangerous to society. Minkowitz adapts Slobogin’s approach, but rejects his diversion proposals.

Peay questions the extent to which apparently disability-neutral defences, such as duress or mistaken beliefs, are truly disability-neutral if they take into consideration beliefs or other elements of mens rea that are linked to a person’s mental disorder. Minkowitz addresses this argument head on, maintaining that ‘unusual mental phenomena or beliefs’ should be treated like any other perceptions, beliefs or worldviews and should not imply the absence of criminal intent. Yet other survivor activists are less prepared to draw this equivalence; Anne Plumb comments ‘Most people have some questionable or unusual beliefs but there is something about ours that may make them more problematic.’
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Perlin writes that proposed adapted mainstream defences are the insanity defence, but not so characterized, and to say otherwise is merely ‘semantics’. Yet, ‘semantics’ are important for removing the stigma carried by the insanity defence and a cogent argument for ‘mainstreaming’ the insanity defence. The more serious problems with the proposals are epistemological and consequentialist.

An inquiry into mens rea – under the insanity defence or mainstream defences – requires an analysis of the intentions of the alleged offender. Yet Dawson highlights that this entails an assessment of the ‘inner-workings of the human mind’ – an undertaking criticised in the General Comment in connection with mental capacity assessments. A ‘thin’ understanding of intentionality for the purposes of legal capacity, that does not entail understanding the nature of one’s acts, or which treats altered states simply as unusual beliefs, could have stark consequences for those with conditions that impair understanding. It is hard to see how to avoid this without an analysis of a person’s understanding and beliefs, yet such an analysis again takes us back towards elements of the functional test.

The question of diversion also raises intractable problems. Diversion into psychiatric detention and forced treatment is certainly problematic from the perspective of other CRPD rights. Yet without some alternative mechanism for public protection, if it is felt that a person’s altered states or limited understanding is likely to lead them to repeat the potentially criminal act, then judges and juries face an invidious choice: to find the individual guilty and imprison them, or to release them back into the community, notwithstanding the danger posed.

Article 12 is also relevant to criminal trial procedures, although in its concluding observations on states parties the CRPD Committee has tended to raise this issue under articles 13 and 14 rather than article 12. In the literature the focus has been on the question of whether a defendant with a mental disability is ‘fit to plead’, that is, whether they are able to understand and participate in their trial. ‘Unfitness to plead’ procedures may involve alternative arrangements that are intended to help secure justice both to victims and to defendants unable to participate in their defence. For example, under a ‘trial of the facts’ a representative is appointed to defend the accused and make decisions on their behalf, but it can only establish the facts and not guilt because it does not determine mens rea. Like the insanity defence, procedures for defendants deemed ‘unfit to plead’ are often linked to diversion into mental health detention, forced treatment, or community supervision, which have been criticised by disability rights advocates.
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The Law Commission in England and Wales has proposed an adapted version of the functional test of capacity to assess unfitness to plead in criminal proceedings. In their original proposals the Law Commission argued for a ‘diagnostic threshold’. Gooding and O’Mahony commented that this would be likely to violate article 12(2) CRPD, and ironically render the reforms less compliant than the provisions they replaced. At consultation the Commission sought the views of prominent disability rights experts and – despite opposition from psychiatrists – ultimately decided against including a diagnostic threshold. Yet, in part this decision was based on doubt that diagnostic thresholds made any real difference either way: they had to be so widely drawn to include all possible barriers to participation, and even without a formal threshold, diagnosis could still play a part in assessments.

**Evaluating equalities and discrimination arguments about legal capacity**

The concepts of equality and non-discrimination are central to arguments for the universal legal capacity paradigm. Yet, these cannot be understood in a purely quantitative sense, since as Dawson observes, we cannot fix questions of discrimination without reaching agreement on what constitutes disadvantage. It is here, I suggest, that the real heat of debates concerning article 12 of the CRPD lies, rather than in technical questions of statistical comparisons.

An argument that a particular legal capacity regime discriminates against disabled people must make the case that it disadvantages them. The clear premise of the universal legal capacity literature is that deprivation of legal capacity itself is exclusionary and disadvantageous, and results in further disadvantages such as guardianship, forced treatment and institutionalisation. Whilst these views would be shared by many in the disability and user and survivor movements, they are not universally held. Evidence that some regard such interventions as at least sometimes beneficial is widespread. Herring argues that ‘best interests’ safeguarding interventions should apply to non-disabled people as well, because they are beneficial. The jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights frames life-saving medical treatments against the will of a person who lacks mental capacity as a positive obligation under human rights law. Some argue that guardianship and mental health laws are a critical means of protecting and upholding the rights of people with mental disabilities.

Advocates of the universal legal capacity paradigm do not share these views. This literature highlights the harms of guardianship, institutionalisation and forced treatment, and the existential risks of limiting individuals’
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opportunities for self-determination, self-expression and thereby flourishing. Many advocates of universal legal capacity would agree with Glover, that many people ‘would prefer to forgo a great deal of happiness, or risk a fair amount of disaster, to losing control of our lives in this way.’ Indeed Minkowitz has stated that she ‘would prefer death to another round of forced psychiatry.’ However, some take a more nuanced view. Plumb argues that the disadvantage is not intervention per se, but the kinds of intervention represented by forced psychiatric detention and treatments. Evaluations of equality and discrimination claims regarding legal capacity therefor must engage with the diversity of views regarding the outcomes of legal capacity and guardianship regimes.

A secondary question is whether the CRPD permits any justification to outweigh any disadvantage experienced by those deprived of legal capacity. Under the ICCPR ‘not every differentiation of treatment will constitute discrimination, if the criteria for such differentiation are reasonable and objective and if the aim is to achieve a purpose which is legitimate under the Covenant.’ Nilsson argues that although the CRPD text itself is silent on justifications, there is support for such a reading of article 2 CRPD in the travaux. On this basis, she argues that mental health laws based on functional capacity criteria potentially satisfy these tests. Whether functional tests are ‘reasonable’ and ‘objective’ lies beyond the scope of this article, but is an important question for those pursuing these arguments.

Presumably securing other rights within the Convention would potentially be a legitimate aim for an intervention. Proponents of protective interventions are likely to emphasise article 16 (protection from violence, exploitation and abuse), article 25 (health) and article 10 (the right to life). However, this in itself raises a question of how potentially conflicting rights should be balanced, and it is striking in this respect that ‘individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own choices’ appears within the CRPD’s first general principle, whereas ‘protection’ is nowhere in that list.

The CRPD Committee’s response to a complaint from five adults with intellectual disabilities who were deprived of the right to vote because they were subject to guardianship is instructive of how it might regard such justifications. It found that the assessment of individuals’ capacity to vote was ‘discriminatory in nature’ and thus not serving a legitimate purpose, nor was it ‘proportional to the objective to preserve the integrity of the State party’s political system.’ The Committee thus did employ the criteria from the ICCPR for evaluating discrimination claims. However, its findings in that case and its wider views expressed in General Comment No 1 indicate that it is unlikely to regard functional tests of capacity as sufficiently objective and reasonable, and unlikely to find measures such as forced treatment or institutionalisation as proportionate to serving any legitimate aims within the CRPD.
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Para 3

States parties shall take appropriate measures to provide access by persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising their legal capacity

Article 12(3) forms the foundation of the ‘support paradigm’ underpinning universal legal capacity. It is based on a radical reimagining of legal personality that moves away from what Naffine calls ‘the classic contractor’,183 or what Quinn and Arstein-Kerslake184 call ‘the myth of the masterless man’, towards an interconnected and interdependent vision of humanity.185 This approach is influenced by social186 and human rights187 models of disability, which view disability as arising from an interaction between impairment and social, environmental and other barriers, captured in article 1 CRPD. Yet, this vision is not tightly connected to the concept of impairment; Quinn and Arstein-Kerslake maintain that it is ‘a cosmopolitan theory of justice that happens to be grounded on disability’.188 It relies on a view that all decisions – even those of prime ministers189 – are connected to a network of supports and influences.

Support for the exercise of legal capacity

Article 12(3) calls for supports for the exercise of legal capacity. At the risk of pedantry, it is important to note that article 12(3) does not itself call for ‘supported decision-making’ – a common gloss put on the support paradigm. The CRPD Committee adopts the terminology ‘supported decision-making regimes’ to include a wide range of supports for the exercise of legal capacity.190 I take the risk of departing from the Committee’s terminology and distinguish between ‘supports for the exercise of legal capacity’ – a very broad range of supports and adaptations – and ‘supported decision-making’, which is merely one type of support for the exercise of legal capacity, which I consider in more detail below. Like Gooding,191 I feel that some of the controversies over the support paradigm can be traced to confusion generated by the terminology adopted by the Committee, which leads some to the view that all the Convention requires, or permits, is the provision of support to assist individuals make decisions for themselves. In fact the support paradigm is far broader than this.

In the General Comment the Committee has emphasised that “Support” is a broad term that encompasses both informal and formal support arrangements, of varying types and intensity’.192 It lists examples of supports,
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including measures relating to universal design and accessibility in banks and financial institutions, forms of supported decision making, 'the development and recognition of diverse, non-conventional methods of communication' and advance planning instruments.\(^\text{193}\)

The General Comment also includes several statements about how the Committee envisages these supports operating. Access to supports, including advance planning instruments and supported decision-making, should be available to all and not conditional upon demonstrating particular abilities or 'mental capacity'.\(^\text{194}\) A person must have the right not to use support.\(^\text{195}\) Supports 'must respect the rights, will and preferences of persons with disabilities and should never amount to substitute decision-making'.\(^\text{196}\) It is not sufficient for states to adopt supported decision-making regimes; in order to comply with article 12 they must also abolish substituted decision-making regimes.\(^\text{197}\)

Substituted decision-making is defined as any systems whereby: 1) 'legal capacity is removed from a person'; 2) a substituted decision maker can be ‘appointed’ against the person’s will; or 3) any decision made by a 'substitute decision maker' is based on 'the objective “best interests”' of the person rather than their ‘will and preferences'.\(^\text{198}\) It is important to note that this definition of substituted decision-making does not include all forms of proxy decision-making. The General Comment acknowledges that in some circumstances it is not practicable to determine the will and preferences of the person, despite the best efforts being made. In those circumstances, the Committee states that ‘the “best interpretation of will and preferences” must replace “best interests” determinations’.\(^\text{199}\) This means that provided the proxy is not appointed against the person’s will, and they bases any decisions on the ‘best interpretation of will and preferences’ rather than a ‘best interests’ standard, it would fall within the support paradigm and not be regarded as a ‘substituted decision’. Within the literature, interpretive approaches to will and preferences that could be used in circumstances where a person is unable to clearly express their will and preferences have come to be known as ‘facilitated decisions’.\(^\text{200}\)

Critics of the universal legal capacity paradigm such as Freeman and others have argued that because of situations such as coma, ‘exceptions have to be considered’ to the prohibition on substitute decision making.\(^\text{201}\) It is unsurprising that critics of the universal legal capacity paradigm struggle to comprehend how it can accommodate such situations, since this possibility is not explicitly stated in the General Comment, which coyly refers only to more ‘intensive’ supports being sometimes necessary.\(^\text{202}\) However, interpretive approaches such as facilitated decision making are the answer found in the literature to the frequently posed ‘coma question’.

Facilitated decisions do not fall within the technical definition of ‘substitute decisions’ found in the General Comment, although echoing the discussions during the Ad Hoc Committee meetings about situations of “100
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per cent support”, some argue that ‘facilitated decisions’ are substituted decisions on any intuitive reading.\(^\text{203}\) Their categorization as a support is central to the universalist outlook of the support paradigm and the advocacy goal of abolishing systems of guardianship. Nevertheless, this does lead to some tricky mental gymnastics: who is exercising legal capacity in these situations? In a paper on the metaphysics of personhood, Francis and Silvers argue that in situations like these we should view the person making the facilitated decision as a kind of prosthesis, with the person they are supporting as actually making the decision.\(^\text{204}\) Yet, it is unlikely that a person, recovered from any impediment to expressing their will and preferences, would regard the decision as one that they had made (especially if they felt it did not, in fact, reflect their will and preferences). And, as Arstein-Kerslake points out, the supporter is not mechanical and traces of their influence on the decision cannot be erased.\(^\text{205}\) Legally speaking, making clear that decisions are made by the supporter ensures they are under fiduciary duties towards the person. For this reason, many prefer a clearer recognition that the supporter, and not the person, is making the decision.\(^\text{206}\)

The cost of putting support structures in place is a common concern in the literature.\(^\text{207}\) The General Comment states that ‘State parties must ensure that support is available at nominal or no cost to persons with disabilities and that lack of financial resources is not a barrier to accessing support in the exercise of legal capacity.’\(^\text{208}\) It also states that as supports are for the fulfilment of a civil and political right, they are not subject to progressive realization.\(^\text{209}\) Although there are examples of supported decision-making schemes that have struggled with limited resources,\(^\text{210}\) others have reduced the costs to the system overall, for example through reducing reliance on emergency welfare and health services.\(^\text{211}\) Many schemes simply formalize existing natural support networks.\(^\text{212}\) Systems of substituted decision-making also incur costs, and supported decision-making should not be regarded in isolation from these.\(^\text{213}\)
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Supported decision-making

‘Supported decision-making’ is a subset of supports for the exercise of legal capacity. It involves systems or practices whereby an individual has access to support from one or more trusted persons to assist them in making, expressing or implementing a decision. Supporters might help a person to consider the pros and cons of different options, help them to communicate their decision to others, or even help with its implementation. Critically, under systems of supported decision-making within the support paradigm, the individual exercises choice and control over who supports them and how they are supported, and they – not the supporter – make the final decision.

Supported decision-making schemes may be formal – underpinned by legislation – or informal, operating without specific legal regulation. The General Comment states that ‘legal recognition of the support person(s) formally chosen by a person must be available and accessible.’ Several jurisdictions have, or are considering, statutory schemes for the appointment and legal recognition of chosen support persons for decision-making.

These schemes provide greater control for the person supporting them, clearer recognition by third parties of the role of the supporter, and tighter regulation of how a person is to be supported, as compared to passively phrased statutory provisions which merely state that a person should not be regarded as lacking mental capacity unless support has been provided. Formalising support relationships in this way means that procedural safeguards can be built in to protect against abuse, in accordance with article 12(4).

However, the existence of formal support procedures may risk diluting the perceived legitimacy of informal supporters and could also increase the potential for supporters to misrepresent the person. Such dangers would have to be addressed through guidance, education and monitoring.

Several informal supported decision-making schemes have enjoyed considerable success. A pilot scheme in South Australia found that supported decision-making provided a viable alternative to guardianship in many cases. A ‘personal ombuds’ scheme in Sweden provided support for people who were reluctant to engage with conventional psychiatric and welfare services; this scheme has been so successful that similar models are being set up around the world. Other examples of non-statutory supported decision-making schemes suggested in
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the literature include: circles of support, joint crisis plans in mental health, Intentional Peer Support, peer advocacy, and even the Finnish Open Dialogue model.

Although the General Comment maintains that supported decision-making regimes should accompany the abolition of substituted decision-making systems, in practice existing schemes operate within wider legal frameworks that may still require a demonstration of mental capacity for certain decisions to be legally effective. This raises difficult questions about the assessment of relational dimensions of mental capacity.

In their literature review on supported decision making, Kohn and Blumenthal highlight a lack of evidence for, *inter alia*, the rate of use of supported decision-making in jurisdictions where it is available, data on the demographics of those making formalised support agreements and of supporters, and the outcomes of supported decision-making schemes. They conclude that it is ‘too early to rule out the possibility it may actually disempower individuals with disabilities by facilitating undue influence by their alleged supporters’. A more recent systematic review of the literature by Davidson and others was more generous in its findings. Taking a broad definition of supported decision-making (for example, including advance crisis planning), they found:

1. Varying levels of interest among potential users of supported decision-making schemes to actively participate in decisions about their care and treatment;
2. Some evidence that use of supported decision-making schemes increased users’ decision-making skills, confidence, engagement with community and sense of control over their own lives;
3. Several studies indicated that ‘implementing SDM is not a simple process, it takes time and resources and may require a shift in attitudes of some care providers and in some service users themselves’;
4. The efficacy of support for decision-making is highly dependent on the way in which supporters listen to people and present choices and information.

Like Kohn and Blumenthal, Davidson concluded that the available evidence on implementation and impact is limited. They comment that ‘there are important rights-based, effectiveness and pragmatic arguments for further developing and researching this approach.’ The USA-based National Resource Center for Supported decision-making has begun a five year longitudinal project to examine whether there is a causal link between supported decision-making and increased self-determination.

Improving the evidence base for supported decision-making is important, not least for ensuring it serves the overarching goals of the CRPD. Yet, there is likewise a dearth of evidence on the operation and effects of substituted decision-making regimes, and we should be cautious of holding supported decision-making schemes to higher empirical standards than substituted decision-making.

---
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Para 4

Article 12(4) calls for safeguards against abuse on measures relating to the exercise of legal capacity but leaves the nature of such 'measures' undefined. As discussed above, this paragraph represents an uneasy compromise between those who sought the abolition of substituted decision-making under the CRPD and those who viewed some form of guardianship and restrictions on legal capacity as inevitable, and thereby in need of safeguards. This paragraph has been the focus of considerable scrutiny to resolve these ambiguities.

Respect for the rights, will and preferences of the person

The phrase 'will and preferences' in article 12(4) was first proposed by the IDC. It seems reasonable to conclude that their intention was to limit as far as possible the scope for coercive interventions, such as forced psychiatric treatment, psychiatric detention and guardianship. Yet, as Mladenov writes, 'the letter of the CRPD in itself is not enough to secure its meaning.'227 The phrase has become the site of hermeneutic struggle, with cracks in its meanings being exploited by those seeking relief from some of the hard cases apparently presented by the universal legal capacity paradigm.

Several proposals for reforms to legal capacity laws in light of article 12 have interpreted this principle to require rebuttable presumptions or hierarchical approaches giving primacy to the will and preferences of the person, but permitting deviations from this in certain circumstances.228 This is unlikely to go as far as some advocates for universal legal capacity wish.

The CRPD Committee acknowledges that in some circumstances it will not be ‘practicable to determine the will and preferences of an individual’. In such circumstances, the General Comment states that the “best interpretation of will and preferences” must replace the [sic] “best interests” determinations.229 This is the approach taken under facilitated decisions, referred to above.

Several commentators have highlighted the potential for a person’s ‘will’ to conflict with their ‘preferences’, or simply to have conflicting ‘will and preferences’.230 This may have a temporal dimension – a person’s past expressed will and preferences might conflict with present, less clear or stable, expressed will and preferences. There are also situations where a person could be viewed as having conflicting desires in the present. Richardson describes a person with severe anorexia, who does not want to eat, but does wish to live.231 Flynn and Arstein-Kerslake comment that where a person is self-harming yet rejects assistance ‘a verbal expression in one instance may not necessarily represent the true will and preferences of an individual’.232

Szmukler, a psychiatrist and proponent of fusion law, examines the concept of ‘will’ as it has been considered historically, in philosophy and at law, and argues that the will is ‘founded on a person's deeply held, reasonably stable and reasonably coherent personal values’, and that this is ‘not the same as a desire, inclination, or a currently held 'preference', even a strongly expressed one’.233 On this view, Szmukler argues, where a person's
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will and preferences appear to diverge it is important to identify a person’s ‘authentic will’ through consideration of their past expressed values (written or otherwise). He concludes that interventions that aim ‘at facilitating the expression of the person’s ‘will’, his or her deep values and commitments’ are compatible with the CRPD and would not constitute a ‘substitute decision. A similar approach has recently been taken by the German Constitutional Court, relying upon a distinction in German law between a person’s ‘natural will’ (natürlichen Willen) and their ‘free will’ (freien Willen).\(^{234}\) The Court held that the Committee’s General Comment No 1 did not address the situation where a person was unable to form a ‘free will’.

There are therefore a number of circumstances where it is argued either that a person’s ‘authentic’ will is in conflict with their present preferences, or there are competing interpretations of what a person’s ‘authentic will’ consists in. In such circumstances, as Gooding observes, the adjudication of the ‘best interpretation of will and preferences’ will be fraught,\(^{235}\) and presents the danger of what Saks refers to as ‘choosing selves’.\(^{236}\) Once it is agreed that a person’s presently expressed apparent ‘will and preferences’ might not be their authentic ‘will and preferences’, this opens up an inquiry into the ‘true’ or authentic intentions of the person. This at least raises the possibility of questions such as whether the person ‘understood’ the act or decision, whether they had ‘truly’ evaluated it against their authentic beliefs and values. In short, it invites an analysis of the person’s intentionality that sounds dangerously close to presuming to assess the ‘inner-workings of the human mind’, and has clear parallels with functional tests of mental capacity. The ‘will and preferences’ paradigm shifts the focus from quasi-objective standards of rationality towards authenticity, but this still offers significant potential for new bases for coercion.

In an effort to restrict the potential for the ‘old paradigm’ to colonise the will and preferences approach, its proponents have argued for minimalist constructions of intentionality that fix the meaning of will and preferences close to the person’s presently expressed views and behaviours. Flynn and Arstein-Kerslake, for instance, propose that ‘if in doubt, assume intention in an action, thereby allowing it to potentially be an exercise of legal agency’.\(^{238}\) Some propose limits on the decisions that could be made using facilitated or interpretive approaches, including sexual consent, decisions with ‘irreversible’ or ‘significant detrimental impact in the long term’ on the person’s life, or decisions that raise particular risks of abuse and exploitation because they so fundamentally affect personal integrity.\(^{239}\) Another approach to shaping when and how interpretive decisions are made regarding the person’s will and preferences is to use the law to prescribe who is responsible for this interpretation. Brosnan and Flynn write that (outside of emergencies) ‘it is particularly important that a supporter, trusted and chosen by the person, undertakes this task’ and not a healthcare professional, who would have a ‘conflict of interest.’\(^ {241}\)
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Conflicts of interest and undue influence

Article 12(4) requires all measures relating to the exercise of legal capacity to have safeguards against ‘conflicts of interest’ and ‘undue influence’. Several authors have expressed concerns about the potential for undue influence and conflicts of interest among supporters, although such concerns can also arise within substituted decision-making systems.

General Comment No 1 recognises that whilst ‘all people risk being subject to “undue influence”’, this risk ‘may be exacerbated for those who rely on the support of others to make decisions.’ It defines undue influence ‘as occurring, where the quality of the interaction between the support person and the person being supported includes signs of fear, aggression, threat, deception or manipulation.’ This formulation of undue influence distinguishes it from mere influence, which is intrinsic to all human relations and which Martin and others point out ‘might be regarded as positive, beneficial and autonomy-enhancing, and therefore as a necessary feature of any supported decision-making regime.’ Similarly, Arstein-Kerslake argues that dependency within support relationships can be empowering.

‘Undue influence’ over decision making implies that a decision is not an authentic expression of a person’s will and preferences. Some jurisdictions operate disability-neutral equitable doctrines exist to invalidate any exercise of legal capacity subject to undue influence or related equitable concepts such as duress, ‘facility, circumvention, lesion’ (in Scots law) and ‘unconscionable bargain’ (in English law). Yet for the most part these concepts are deployed in law by the person (or others acting on their behalf) as equitable principles to invalidate a legal act that has already taken place; they offer no help in shaping preventive safeguards. Nor would they assist in circumstances where a person does not recognise themselves as acting under undue influence unless there is a means for a third party to act on their behalf and without their consent.

The General Comment states that there must be safeguards to protect against undue influence, yet these ‘must respect the rights, will and preferences of the person, including the right to take risks and make mistakes’. The dilemma, however, is that by definition where a person is subject to undue influence, the authenticity of any expression of their will is compromised.
Regular review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body

The requirement for regular review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body is strongly reminiscent of ‘old paradigm’ instruments such as the MI Principles. For those who view article 12 as permitting substitute decision making, these represent important procedural safeguards on deprivation of legal capacity and guardianship. As Martin and others argue, this provision is rather more difficult to understand if article 12 is interpreted as prohibiting deprivation of legal capacity and guardianship, the text appears ‘to reflect the assumption that at least some measures relating to the exercise of legal capacity might take the form of limitations or constraints’. Yet as we have seen, some measures envisaged as operating under the support paradigm do bear a striking resemblance to substitute decision making, in particular facilitated decision making, any provisions permitting emergency interventions or other situations where ‘the best interpretation of will and preferences’ approach is adopted. Given the potential for abuse, or even for serious disagreement, under these mechanisms, it is conceivable that strong safeguards would be required to protect the person’s rights.

There has, as yet, been little elaboration of the guarantees that would attend any review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body in connection with article 12 CRPD. It is not discussed by the CRPD Committee in the General Comment or concluding observations on article 12. Existing jurisprudence on the right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial under the ICCPR, and other regional human rights instruments, provides a useful starting point. However, mainstream human rights approaches to due process guarantees would need to be adapted to take into account the specific requirements for disabled people to enjoy effective access to justice (on which see article 13 CRPD in this volume). They would also need to reconsider litigation procedures in deprivation of legal capacity and guardianship courts which at present frequently involve a litigation guardian who may base their representation on their view of the person’s best interests rather than their ‘will and preferences’.

The safeguards shall be proportional to the degree to which such measures affect the person’s rights and interests

At present, when most countries provide for deprivation of legal capacity or guardianship in some form, safeguards for such measures typically include the aforementioned court or administrative procedures for the appointment or review of guardians. Many countries also place monitoring requirements upon guardians, requiring them to submit reports about how they are managing the person’s affairs to government officials such as a public guardian or public advocate. The frequency of such reviews and monitoring procedures is usually variable, depending upon whether it is considered likely that the person’s circumstances will change and the track record of the guardian in managing the person’s affairs.

Court review and monitoring procedures are resource intensive. Often the cost is borne by the person themselves, and they can be experienced as an intrusion on the privacy of the individual and those supporting them. Although vital in many cases for protecting the individual from exploitation and abuse, they also carry risks of over-regulating the lives of those relying support for the exercise of legal capacity. In the event States parties were to move away from systems of guardianship towards the kinds of supports described here, it is likely
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that resource intensive review procedures such as these would be reserved for frameworks like facilitated decision making, which carry greater risks of abuse.

Of those states that have introduced statutory frameworks for supported decision making, most have preferred to take a lighter touch approach, in recognition that the person enjoys a higher level of autonomy. In British Columbia, for example, some agreements relating to support and representation need not be officially registered, but a person can appoint a trusted third party to monitor the activities of representative.255 In Ireland, new legislation for supported decision-making agreements does not necessarily require them to be registered, but does make provision for official investigations in response to complaints or concerns.256 These may offer more proportionate alternative safeguards for the emerging support paradigm.

**Paragraph 5**

**Introduction**

To be in control over one’s own financial affairs is important for several reasons. It enables one to cater for his or her basic needs (food, clothes, accommodation, etc.) and to realize one’s life projects. With financial means one can choose what to eat and wear, and where and with whom to live. One can pursue an education, spoil loved ones, or simply go to the movies. Many of us take these things for granted, but millions of persons with disabilities, in particular persons with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities257 are routinely denied control over their financial affairs.258 To address such injustices, the CRPD asserts that persons with disabilities are equally entitled to acquire, own, enjoy, and dispose private property, and obliges states parties to take all appropriate action to ensure these rights in the domestic context. Moreover, states parties must ensure that persons with disabilities have equal access to bank loans and other forms of financial credit. In this part of the analysis of article 12, we will explore what this demand for equal treatment means in light of the preparatory works, available jurisprudence and other sources concerning the proper interpretation of the CRPD.259

**Background and Travaux Préparatoires**

The right to equal enjoyment of property rights was included in the first compilation of proposals for a treaty on the rights of persons with disabilities produced by the Working Group of the Ad Hoc Committee in January 2004.260 Draft article 9 (e) and (f) read:
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States Parties shall: [...] 

(e) Take all appropriate and effective measures to ensure the equal right of persons with disabilities to own or inherit property, to control their own financial affairs and to have equal access to bank loans, mortgages and other forms of financial credit; 

(f) Ensure that persons with disabilities are not arbitrarily deprived of their property.

It is easy to see that this early draft of what later became article 12(5) is almost identical to the final version of the treaty text. In the discussions that followed the first draft, the primary point of controversy concerned the distinction between the right to own property and the right to administer that property, and the proper scope of the right to administer property and control one's financial affairs. A number of delegates argued that certain intellectual and psychosocial conditions can have a fundamental impact on personal decision-making skills, which warranted restrictions on the right to manage one's financial affairs. Others argued against such restrictions, with representatives from civil society taking the lead. Variations in cognitive skills ought not to affect the right of persons with disabilities to make financial decisions. If people experienced difficulties when making decisions, then such challenges could – and should - be met with voluntary support. This controversy mirrors the general discussion that took place before the Ad Hoc Committee about whether the CRPD should reaffirm that persons with disabilities are not only persons before the law (with rights and duties) but entitled to legal agency (entitled to make legally binding decisions) and whether such legal agency may legitimately be circumscribed under certain circumstances. The negotiating parties managed to reach agreement by framing the right to legal agency as an entitlement to be enjoyed "on an equal basis with others", and by remaining silent on whether it may be circumscribed. The precise implications of this compromise is still a matter of legal argumentation and part of an ongoing dialogue between the states parties and the CRPD Committee, and between other stakeholders.

The equal right to own and inherit property

The right to own and inherit property is well-established in international human rights law. It is recognized by the UDHR and protected under several regional human rights treaties. These treaties prohibit arbitrary deprivation of private property. The CERD and CEDAW complement these provisions by specifying that states...
must ensure that everyone enjoys protection of their property, regardless of race, colour, national or ethnic origin, 269 sex or marital status. 270 Article 12(5) CRPD adds to these qualifications (and standards) by clarifying that property rights effectively extend to persons with disabilities. The CRPD does not define what constitutes “property” and neither does any other international human rights treaty. A working definition of the term can, however, be gleaned from UN declarations and jurisprudence stemming from human rights courts and tribunals. According to a UN General Assembly resolution, the right to property covers “personal property, including the residence of one’s self and family” and “economically productive property, including property associated with agriculture, commerce and industry.” 271 The European Court of Human Rights has given the term “possessions” (which is the term for property used in the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) an even broader meaning. 272 It includes land, 273 physical goods, 274 shares of stock, 275 business licenses, 276 intellectual property (e.g. copyright and patents) 277 and, under certain circumstances, welfare benefits (including disability-related ones). 278 The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has interpreted “property” in a similarly comprehensive sense. 279

Property rights are qualified rights in the sense that they may be limited by domestic legislation if certain criteria are met. Article 12(5) CRPD prohibits arbitrary deprivation of property, implying that non-arbitrary deprivation of property can be permissible. The Convention does not, however, provide any further details on what constitutes arbitrary interferences with property rights. The ECHR is more elaborate on this point; it states that no one shall be deprived of his (or her) possessions “except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international law”. 280 It continues to clarify that states are permitted to maintain legislation that is necessary to ensure payment of taxes and penalties. 281 The European Court of Human Rights has interpreted this provision to include a requirement of proportionality between the aim(s) behind a restriction on the enjoyment of property and its consequences for those affected by the
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The restriction. The absence of such specifications in the CRPD is understandable in view of the purpose of the Convention, which is to ensure the equal enjoyment of human rights by persons with disabilities, rather than to delineate the scope and content of these rights in other respects. Moreover, the CRPD’s clear intent is not to create any new rights but instead relies to existing rights and definitions, albeit within a disability context.

To determine whether a particular obstacle to the enjoyment of property violates the CRPD one must consider whether non-disabled persons, in a relevantly similar situation, are subjected to the same constraints. Imagine a domestic statute prescribing that persons who inherit money or property must pay a tax on their inheritance. Contrast this example with a statute that prescribes that daughters are entitled to one-half of a son’s share when inheriting their parents, or a domestic practice that excludes persons with disabilities from inheriting land. Whilst all examples involve restrictions on the right to inherit property, the latter two are objectionable in the sense that the first one is not. The last example meets the definition of disability-based discrimination and violates the CRPD, unless one can demonstrate that the practice serves a legitimate aim, is based on objective criteria and is reasonable.

As described by Groce, London and Stein, inheritance is a critical means of transferring wealth and means to subsistence (e.g., a plot of land or a sewing machine) between generations; it can provide younger generations with economic independence and help movement out of poverty. Such transfers can, however, also give rise to a number of legitimate concerns: Will the inheritor be able to manage the inherited assets? Does he or she need protection to prevent exploitation by third parties?

The Convention answers such concerns by obliging states to provide protection against exploitation and abuse (article 16) and to ensure access to decision-making support (article 12(3)). Whilst such measures may involve restrictions of the inheritor’s legal agency (we address this question in the following section), a categorical exclusion of persons with disabilities as potential inheritors cannot be justified under the CRPD or any other source of human rights law.

In addition to ensuring that domestic legislation accords with article 12(5), states parties must combat discriminatory practices between private actors. Though we lack systematic studies on the subject, researchers on poverty are routinely apprised of anecdotal stories about how persons with disabilities are passed over when land and other family assets are transferred from one generation to the next. In this context, the situation of women with disabilities deserves particular attention. Patriarchal systems persist in several states parties restricting women’s access to land and family assets. In such settings, women with disabilities face discriminatory practices because of their gender and impairment.
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The equal right to control one’s financial affairs

A key facet of the right to property is the right to use one’s assets. The right to own or inherit money would lose much of its value if the owner was prevented from using the money to, for example, buy something or take the bus to see a friend. As noted above, much of the discussions during the negotiations of the CRPD concerned the proper scope of the right to control one’s financial affairs. The treaty text delineates this scope by reaffirming that persons with disabilities enjoy an “equal right” to control their finances. The precise implications of this obligation are still matters of debate. The CRPD Committee has held that the Convention permits restrictions on legal agency on the basis of bankruptcy or conviction of a criminal offence. Restrictions cannot, however, be based on personal traits such as gender, race, or disability. Few, if any, would dispute that the presence of a certain ethnicity, gender or physical impairment is an insufficient - and in many cases irrelevant - reason to circumscribe a person’s right to manage their property. The difficult question is whether the CRPD also prohibits restrictions on the right to administer property that are based on reasons linked to disability and/or impairment. Some persons with cognitive impairments, for example, have difficulties in understanding basic financial concepts (such as quantity, numbers and money) and as a group, persons with intellectual disabilities experience more difficulties than ‘the average person’ to understand and contemplate about financial choices. Moreover, persons with certain psychosocial conditions can make very poor financial decisions during their active phases and perform on par with others during their inactive phases. For these reasons, states have a legitimate interest to prevent financial harms that affect persons with certain disabilities in particular. Such protective measures can take many forms and target different actors. States may, for example, strengthen consumer protection and prohibit certain sales methods or forms of marketing, or develop procedures by which harmful contracts can be cancelled if certain criteria are met. Article 12(3) obliges states to ensure access to support. The typical response to the financial risks discussed here is, however, still some form of guardianship system where guardians are mandated to make financial decisions on behalf of the person concerned. Two main guardianship models are common practice: plenary and partial guardianship. Persons under plenary guardianship typically lose all or almost all of their capacity to manage their financial affairs. The involvement of a third party – a guardian - is necessary to make legally effective decisions on financial matters. Under partial guardianship the individual retains capacity to make certain financial decisions, typically the capacity to make smaller everyday transactions. The power to make other decisions is transferred to the guardian. Although partial guardianship is less intrusive on the individual’s freedom control her assets, such systems tend to ‘spill over’ into other areas. Guardianship systems are problematic for several reasons: they severely restrict individuals’ possibilities to enjoy their assets, they prevent financial risk-taking thereby also the possibility to make mistakes and learn from them, they expose persons with disabilities to economic exploitation by
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unscrupulous guardians, and they reinforce stereotypical images of persons with disabilities as unable to manage their finances. The CRPD Committee interprets the CRPD to prohibit all forms of guardianship and substituted decision-making that involves overriding an individual's expressed preference. According to the Committee, neither variations in decision-making skills nor risks for financial harm can justify transfer of decision-making power from the person concerned to a third party. Most, if not all, states parties take the opposite position and interpret the Convention to permit substituted decision-making under certain circumstances, including at the very least in situations where decision-making ability is lacking and voluntary support is insufficient to prevent actions that entail serious negative consequences for the person concerned.

In the end, the lawfulness of financial guardianship regimes hinges on discrimination analysis. Regimes that aim to target persons with disabilities only as well as regimes which cover a larger group of people but have a disparate impact on persons with disabilities meet the definition of discrimination. To comply with the CRPD such regimes must serve legitimate aims and be justified as objective and reasonable. This means that they must pursue aims that are compatible with the object, purpose and provisions of the CRPD, that they must contribute to their aims, and that the negative consequences brought about by them must be reasonable. This weeds out regimes that do not actually provide protection against the financial harms they are set up to prevent. It further disqualifies systems that are over-protective in the sense that they provide for substituted decision-making in situations where the same level of protection can be achieved by voluntary support. The development of support mechanisms to aid people in their decision-making has just begun and there are good reasons to be optimistic about the future. There is a growing body of literature demonstrating that personal support and assistive technology can prevent financial harm just as effectively as substituted decision-making in many situations. Having said that, it remains uncertain whether various forms of support and assistive devices can cater for the needs of the entire group of people who are today subjected to some form of substituted decision-making.
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them, or take risks that are likely to lead to such results. It also includes situations where the will of the person concerned cannot be ascertained, either because we fail to understand the person’s unique way of communication or because his or her preferences appear conflicting. The person may for example want to spend her income on other things than rent but continue to live in her apartment. If such conflicts cannot be resolved by communication, states parties could respect her wish to not pay rent or vest a third party with the power to disregard that preference and ensure that the landlord is reimbursed for the rental fee. The latter protects the person from losing her apartment but intrudes on her right to legal agency. The former alternative protects her status as a legal actor but includes a risk of homelessness. Which of these alternatives we prefer depends on the values and costs we attach to the interests at stake: the value of being in charge of one's financial affairs and the cost of having one's choices overridden versus the value of keeping one's apartment and the cost/risk of losing it. The Convention offers no clear-cut answer to such matters.  

To determine whether a particular domestic system is reasonable, we need to consider its effects. Systems with negative effects for those concerned are unreasonable unless the harms in question are compensated by positive outcomes. There is compelling evidence that systems of guardianship have led to unfathomable human rights abuses. They have stripped persons with disabilities of their assets and transferred them to dishonest third parties. And they have enabled paternalistic guardians to prevent members of this group from pursing their life projects. Having said that, not all forms of substituted decision-making are equally intrusive on individuals’ capacity to manage their affairs, nor do they have equally severe implications on other spheres of life. Many states parties provide for financial guardianship, which can be limited to certain types of decisions or specified parts of the individual’s assets (e.g. to selling real estate or spending a particular inheritance). Moreover, the quality of domestic services and of the safeguards in place to prevent abuses varies across jurisdictions. The same can be said about people’s experiences of substituted decision-making. Thus, the precise promise and perils of a particular system depends on “how much” it interferes with the individuals’ rights and on “how much” protection it offers when compared to other less restrictive ways to prevent financial harm. Preventive measures can take many forms and affect different actors. States could, for example, prohibit certain forms of marketing that encourages overspending, provide for a system of so-called advanced directives (where individuals set limits for their own spending), or set up systems that allow individuals to cancel harmful contracts under certain conditions.

To guide reasoning about reasonableness, it can be instructive to ask: “would it be reasonable to subject persons without disabilities in similar situations to the same restrictions of legal agency?” A state policy may seem reasonable when viewed in isolation. Drawing on the example provided above, it may seem reasonable to
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prevent persons with intellectual disabilities from spending their income in a way that jeopardises their place of residence. The great value we attach to having a place to live, and the negative effects associated with homelessness could undergird such a claim. It is, however, also possible to argue for the opposite, and say that it is more important to provide people with the opportunity to shape their lives why we should respect financial choices also in situations where such decisions have negative implications for the person concerned. Even if both positions were to be compatible with the CRPD, which would imply that states have discretion on this matter, it seems wrong to allow states to deny persons with disabilities the right to manage their financial affairs based on the first claim, and, at the same time, accept that states refrain from imposing similar restrictions on persons without disabilities because of the second claim. Presumably, the prohibition of discrimination requires states parties to work out a consistent ‘disability-neutral’ approach to financial risk-taking.

In addition, we need to be mindful of the specific harms that domestic practices meeting the definition of discrimination can cause to those concerned. This includes disrespect for human dignity, stereotyping, prejudice, and social disadvantage. The treaty text of the CRPD confirms the relevance of these factors. The preamble to the treaty explains that disability-based discrimination disrespects "the inherent dignity and worth of the human person" and affirms states parties' belief that the treaty, which has equality and non-discrimination as its core value, will “make a significant contribution to redressing the profound social disadvantage” experienced by persons with disabilities. Just like the CERD and the CEDAW, the CRPD includes specific obligations for states parties by which to combat public prejudice and discrimination from private actors. The degree to which a particular regime interfere with the dignity of those concerned and contribute to the spread of public prejudice and stereotypic beliefs of persons with disabilities depends on its legal design as well as on other factors. Domestic practices that target persons with disabilities, in particular, reinforce stereotypical images of persons with disabilities as being unable to take on such tasks. Such regimes arguably interfere more with the dignity of members of this group than do regimes that are addressed towards a larger class of people who, under certain circumstances, are in need of protection against financial harms. To determine the reasonableness of a specific regime, all relevant negative effects must be balanced against the positive outcomes of that regime.

**Equal access to bank loans, mortgages and financial credit**

The credit market is another area where persons with disabilities encounter various barriers. Physical barriers obstructing access to bank offices, cash machines and Internet banking are covered by article 9 CRPD. Article 12(5) focuses on access to bank loans and other forms of credit, including small loans (microloans) to impoverished borrowers who lack access to other forms of credit. Empirical research has identified several factors that can obstruct equal access to loans. The credit market is a complex market and it can be difficult to access information about the different credit options available and to evaluate them. A study from Australia suggests that persons with intellectual disabilities fare particularly poorly and – many times – feel that they have...
little choice but to enter into a contract they do not understand. States parties to the CRPD must address such problems by requiring banks to adjust their services to the extent that is reasonable. For example, banks need to provide information about their services in Braille, easy-to-read and other accessible formats and offer personal service to customers who needs such services. Moreover, studies indicate that credit applications from persons with disabilities are at times rejected without individual assessments by financial staff viewing persons with disabilities as economically non-productive and vulnerable to financial exploitation. Women with disabilities are particularly exposed in this respect. Such practices will often qualify as discrimination and states parties must take appropriate action to eliminate such misconducts.

A more complex challenge to achieve equal access to financial credit relates to the fact that certain impairments raise the risk for reckless spending and accumulating debt. Banks (and other creditors) recognize this risk and either reject loan applications from persons with certain disabilities or adjust the terms of the loans accordingly. In discussing the US context, Guzelian et al have outlined a number of ways to mitigate this problem. Financial guardianship is one option. Advance directives and surety (i.e. a public or private actor who commits to cover the debt in case the borrower fails to repay the debt) are yet other possible alternatives. Each of these alternatives has implications on the individual’s possibilities to manage her financial affairs and they generate different levels of financial security for the creditor. As discussed above, guardianship severely restricts the individual’s possibilities to decide on financial matters, and even if the presence of a guardian may convince a bank to accept a loan application, the guardian remains in charge of the new funds and decides how the funds or assets may be spent. In so-called advance directives, the individual creates self-imposed limits on her spending with the aim of increasing her ability to repay the credit on time. An advantage with such a system is that the individual remains in control over her financial affairs. How much security advance directives generate for creditors depends on the domestic context. What happens if the individual departs from the directive and stops repaying the creditor? Suretyship means that a third party acts as a guarantor. Such arrangements can theoretically be designed to intrude very little on the borrower’s legal agency and, at the same time, satisfy the creditors’ interest of financial security. In practice, it will, however, be difficult for many persons with disabilities to find sureties willing to pledge for them under such circumstances. Whether any of the alternatives discussed here are sufficient to ensure equal access in a domestic context can only be determined by discrimination analysis as outlined in the previous section.
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